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ANTIDOTE:  
Proactively highlight  
and connect purpose

 Know team members’ 
life and work values

 Regularly draw 
connections between 
values and the work or 
company

 Find assignments that 
support a person’s 
WHY

 Engage in non-work 
activities that provide 
meaning

 Share stories that 
demonstrate the 
company’s WHY

ANTIDOTE:  
Lean into  

“most joyous” strengths

 Look for moments when 
team members find joy 
and ease in succeeding 
at tasks

 Encourage team 
members to lean into 
their strengths

 Pay attention to contexts 
in which a team member 
performs well

 Remove tasks that are 
an ill fit

 Explore job crafting as 
a growth and retention 
tool

ANTIDOTE:  
Alleviate  

always-on pressure

 Establish general ground 
rules for responsiveness

 Identify and discuss 
the situations that may 
necessitate off-hours 
communications

 Be transparent and upfront 
if the job requires constant 
messaging availability

 Encourage uninterrupted 
appointments with self

 Set the example and follow 
the guidelines 

 Send messages with Delay 
Send

 Leverage subject line protocol

ANTIDOTE:  
Reasonably manage  

workload and deadlines

 Discuss availability before 
giving assignments

 Provide parameters for how 
long it should take when a task 
is new

 Encourage team members to 
engage in a time study 

 Advocate scheduling blocks 
of uninterrupted time to be 
productive

 Collaboratively set milestones 
& deadlines with team members

 Push back on unreasonable 
deadlines

 Explain the big picture when 
setting due dates

ANTIDOTE:  
Creatively enable  

autonomy

 Lean on a foundation  
of trust

 Focus more on the 
“What,” less on the 
“How”

 Avoid the “One-Way” 
roads

 Enable input on 
deadlines

 Clarify what they need 
to know and when

 Ask management style 
preference

5 ROOT CAUSES OF RESIGNATION  
 AND HOW TO EFFECTIVELY LEAD FOR RETENTION 
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Focus on flexibility  

rather than autonomy
Allow workload & deadlines  

to lead to exhaustion
Enable  

always-on pressure
Depreciate the importance  
of “most joyous” strengths

Undervalue the  
power of purpose
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